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Abstract

Clone-and-Own and software product lines are often used approaches when developing variational software products. Nevertheless, both approaches have negative points which are inevitable when developing variants. While clone-and-own often is not feasible in terms of synchronizing changes into other variants, software product lines are costly when developing only a small amount of variants.

In this thesis, we tackle these problems through the creation of an annotation-based approach. Our approach uses line-based feature mappings to implement variability language independent in any textual documents. Feature mappings are recorded automatically during a source edit with as few developer interactions as possible. As automatically feature mapping is hard without knowing the intentions of developers, they select a feature context and a feature context mode which are then used by in the feature mapping calculation. With the feature mapping assigned, developers can also select patches to be synchronized to variants which also implement the calculated feature mapping. In total, our approach mixes elements from clone-and-own and software product lines and enables developer to work as efficient as possible with an acceptable cost-benefit ratio.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

In history, software product lines were not the standard process to go when developing software projects. Software was an individual piece of code which was developed only for specific customer. In later years as software evolved in complexity and diversity, individual software development got more expensive and challenging and standardization was needed to overcome these issues. As standards do not fulfill individual needs, software product lines gather more and more interest since the 1990s. Reusable artifacts deliver a basic variant for a domain which is then customized to the requirements of individual customers [3]. In literature and research, these customizations are separated in seven levels, the often used clone-and-own approach on level L0 (s. section 2.2) and a full software product line on level L6 (s. section 2.1) [2]. Both extremes are not the best possible solution for developing variability as clone-and-own (L0) has the negative point of propagation of changes in a multiple variant-development scenario. Additionally, an enhanced pure clone-and-own (L1) where version control systems are used to keep track about the changes, lack support for context selection during the development. On the other extreme (L5 and L6), the cost-benefit ratio is often worse as domain engineering and migration needs a high effort from developers. While L5 has an integrated platform for developing but still allows clone-and-own, level 6 has a fully integrated platform where only features are developed and no projects. Accordingly, software product lines are often not practicable for smaller numbers of variants.

Our approach aims to improve the gap between levels L1 and L5, but actually does not fit in the proposed seven levels. We want to improve clone-and-own development (L0-L1) through tool support for the application engineering. Therewith developers get the advantages of feature-to-artifact mappings and configuration management, but do not need a product-line architecture or reusable assets. Thus, the efforts can be kept low as level L5 and L6 necessaries are not needed and the efficiency of the levels L0 and L1 is maintained. While features in product lines are always in sync across all variants, we want to supply a n-way synchronization which synchronizes artifact changes across variants when needed. For this, we want to record changes of artifacts and assign individual features to them. Subsequently, these changes can then be synchronized into other variants.
1.2 Tasks & Objectives

Objectives

Automated recordings of changes and without user interactions, their mappings to features in form
of feature contexts could improve the usability and practicability of methods which attempt to en-
hance clone-and-own with software product lines. Despite that, automated recordings of mappings
leads to some problems like missing knowledge for mapping interactions as well as synchroniza-
tion issues. Mapping and synchronizing feature contexts to their artifacts can sometimes open the
question which feature context should be applied (e.g. the surroundings are already mapped, the
line is already mapped, or the line is going to be removed). In these cases, propositional formu-
las could enhance the feature context so that changes can automatically be mapped. This thesis
should create an approach for solving these issues in an conceptional framework manner with the
possibilities to transfer the approach to different research ideas easily.

Tasks

1. Create a conceptional framework approach for feature context mappings. When artifacts are
added, changed, or removed, the approach should provide a usable and practical way to con-
clude the right feature context with as lightweight user interactions as possible. Special focus
should lay on interactions between feature contexts as they occur more and more during the
evolution of variants and often need additional information which are mostly not provided
when using automated feature context mapping.

2. Create a conceptional framework approach for synchronization of artifacts with feature con-
text mappings. Mappings which add, change, or remove artifacts can conflict with mappings
in target variants and should be resolved with usability and practicability in mind.

3. A prototypical implementation of the approaches in VariantSync [51]. To support the ap-
proaches during recording and synchronization, the line-based algorithm should be enhanced
with a component that resolves interactions between feature context mappings. The imple-
mentation should also be replaceable like the rest.

4. Evaluation of the approaches based on, for example, one of the following options:
   - A small self-made software product line which is similar to an industrial product line
     and uses VariantSync [51] from a certain point onwards.
   - An existing product line for which the history is available. This includes both existing
     clones and also product lines created with different implementation techniques.
An experiment with students or an industrial partner which uses VariantSync [51] to develop a product line variant.

In all evaluation methods, the different cases of interactions between feature contexts as well as the synchronizations between variants should be collected and evaluated in the aspects of overhead to a classical development and their practicability.

1.3 Structure of the Thesis

The thesis is split into a background, a concept, an implementation, and an evaluation chapter. In Chapter 2, we introduce the terms and necessary background informations for following chapters. We introduce our running example, the Marlin firmware [44], basic knowledge about software product-lines and also about clone-and-own. Our concept for feature mappings and synchronization is then presented in Chapter 3, where we also define feature contexts as central element of the thesis. We also show extensions, which could improve the feature mapping through more information. The implementation in VariantSync [51] is then shown in Chapter 4. We show the current work-flow and how we changed it to support our concept. In Chapter 5, we evaluate the concept under Marlin firmware [44] pull-requests before we give some insight about related work in Chapter 6 and come to a conclusion in Chapter 7. The thesis ends up with a view into future work that could be made to improve the concept in Chapter 8.
2 Background

This chapter introduces the basic terminologies which are required in this thesis. Section 2.1 presents software product lines as a variant development and management technique. Section 2.2 explains the clone-and-own approach as another way to develop and manage variants with different artifact sets and the differences to a software product line.

2.1 Software Product Lines

Software product-line engineering is a software development paradigm which helps to develop software of a specific domain, using software platforms and mass customization [52]. In this context, a software product line is the set of products that can be build on top of a common set of core assets and has a set of features which describes commonalities and variability points [15].

The process of software product-line engineering consists of domain engineering and application engineering as shown in Figure 2.1 [3, 52, 69]. Domain engineering is the process of analyzing the commonalities and differences of variants. As the results of this assessment, depending on the knowledge of the person performing the work, domain experts are often used for this step [26]. On top of these results, developers start implementing the domain in reusable artifacts. The development itself consists of requirement analysis, domain design, domain realization, and domain testing. At the beginning, requirement analysis evaluates and documents the feature set of the software product line. In the subsequent domain design, the reference architecture is defined and leads to detailed design and the implementation of artifacts in the domain realization, where each feature is modularly implemented for later composition. The tests in the domain testing process conclude a cycle of the domain engineering.

The subsequent process of developing a specific variant for a customer is called application engineering and uses artifacts from domain engineering. It also consists of a requirement, a design, a realization, and a testing process. The difference is the context which lies on a single variant instead the complete software product line and results in a generated variant for each customer. Through this aspect, the requirement analysis creates a set of selected features. Afterwards, the reference design is instantiated with these requirements and implemented with the reusable artifacts of the domain engineering output. The first development iteration ends with testing and delivering the single variant to the specific customer.
2.1.1 Running Example: Marlin Firmware

As a running example in this section, we take the Marlin firmware which is a universal 3D printer firmware with many features like LCD support and dual extruder settings [44]. All examples are extracted from the bugfix-2.0.x branch. Marlin has over 5600 forks and is one of the most forked projects on Github [24]. The complete firmware has around 450 features which can be configured through preprocessor statements in configuration files. Marlin supports 59 3D printers out of the box with configuration files, which represent the most standard printers. For other printers, developers must edit the normal or the advanced configuration file.

2.1.2 Adoption Strategies

As software product lines are often not created from scratch, literature, as mentioned earlier, separates the transition for variable software in seven levels from the classical clone-and-own (L0) to software product lines (L6) with a fully integrated platform [2]. Each level gains therefore functionality which is present on the next level as well. Level L1 adds history while Level L2 adds features to the variant development and Level L3 configurations. After this, Level L4 enhance the development process with feature models before Level L5 starts with an integrated platform but still allows clone-and-own.
As each level must be paced, classical software development variants are often migrated to a software product line with one of three different adoption strategies which exist in literature [3, 34]:

- The proactive approach builds a product line from scratch using domain engineering. Domain experts create a domain model and developers implement all features before the first product is built. The strategy is often seen as an academic approach which has to be changed in some way to use it in the industry as it leads to high initial costs [9, 17].

- The reactive approach creates an initial software product line which is incrementally extended when new requirements rising up. It is the most agile method out of the three strategies and describes the typical maintenance phase in a software product-line life-cycle.

- The extractive approach starts with existing variants and refactors them into a software product line. The existing products can be sliced into a common set of core assets and a set of commonalities and differences. This approach is the most flexible, it has lower initially costs than the proactive approach, and existing products can be build with the old development approach until the adoption is finished. Therefore, the extractive strategy is the typical case in the industry [9, 17].

2.1.3 Feature Model

As the variability is the critical step in a software product line, a common approach besides decision models [58], orthogonal variability models [52], and use-case models [13] is to model variability in feature models [3, 19, 26, 27, 27, 60]. Feature models consist of features and relations between them. A feature describes an element in the domain and is either mandatory, optional, or a member of an alternative- or or-group. Furthermore, each feature can be abstract and not assigned to any code [3]. Between features, logical expressions can be used to express relations and dependencies. On sets of features and feature models, many conclusions can be conducted through boolean satisfiability problem (SAT) solvers [3, 7]. For example, a SAT solver can be used to check the consistency of a feature model, which means, that it has at least one feature set which generates a valid variant [3, 46]. It can also be used to check whether there are dead features or false-optional features [46, 55, 65, 66]. Features are dead if they do not belong to any configurable variant and false-optional if they are included in every variant, but are marked as optional in the feature model.

A feature model is mostly presented as a feature diagram which is typically organized in a tree structure with cross-tree constraints as shown in Figure 2.2 [3, 60]. A child feature $f$ with parent feature $p$ can therefore only be selected when $p$ is also selected. In this example, the feature \textit{Bed_LCD_Leveling} is a child of feature \textit{LCD} and can only be selected when \textit{LCD} is selected as the parent feature.
2.1 Software Product Lines

2.1.4 Configuration

A configuration refers to a set of selected features which should be a valid subset of the feature model and is created during the configuration process [37,50,70]. A feature in a configuration can be either selected, deselected, or undefined [50] and should match the requirements to an actual variant as shown in Figure 2.3. In this example, feature BOARD_RAMPS_14_EFB is explicitly selected for the variant, while the feature Extruder represents a mandatory selection which means a selection in consequence of a cross-tree constraint of the feature model or a selected child feature. Explicitly deselected are the features Power_Supply_Control and Bluetooth while the feature Serial is undefined. Whether a configuration is valid or not can be determined through satisfiability problem solving. The SAT solver proofs validity if a configuration can satisfy all dependencies of the feature model and is therefore a valid variant of the domain.

2.1.5 Feature Mapping

Generating variants or exchanging codes between them are key features for many approaches. Therefore they use feature mappings which associate features to artifacts [21,25,28]. An old but often used mapping implementation is a preprocessor, which is shown in Listing 2.1. The listing shows the implementation of the power_on function which controls the internal power distribution. If the feature HAS_TRINAMIC is defined, push is called for each stepper drivers before using the stepper again. Furthermore, each conditional preprocessor directive is defined by a presence condition which also allows complex conditions [30].

Figure 2.2: A feature model for the 3D printer firmware Marlin [44]
MarlinFirmware
  - Printer
    - Author
    - Bootscreen
  - Motherboard
    - BOARD_RAMPS_14_EFB
  - Extruder
    - Single
    - Multiple
    - Default_Nominal_Filament_Dia
    - Power_Supply_Control
  - Connections
    - Serial
    - Bluetooth
    - LCD
    - Touch
    - SD
    - LED
    - Camera
    - Thermal

Figure 2.3: Valid configuration for the 3D printer firmware Marlin firmware [44]. It supports a LCD panel and is a single extruder printer, but misses power supply control and bluetooth.

```
void Power::power_on() {
    lastPowerOn = millis();
    if (!powersupply_on) {
        PSU_PIN_ON();
        #if HAS_TRINAMIC
            delay(100); // Wait for power to settle
            restore_stepper_drivers();
            #endif
    }
}
```

Listing 2.1: Example preprocessor code for the feature HAS_TRINAMIC. Marlin/ultralcd.cpp [44]

While variability modeling in the domain engineering is a problem space solution, feature mappings are a solution space approach. Therewith, they enable easy identification of features in artifacts. Figure 2.4 shows CIDE [35] which enables developers to create mappings by colorizing their code. The features are displayed with a background color and developers can identify features faster.
because features are hidden in the source code as color [28]. Hereby, CIDE realizes the virtual separation of concerns which means that annotation-based techniques are enhanced with tool support to emulate modularity [30]. With this, source code readability can be improved as no feature assignment is needed in the source code. The approach is also language independent as it is not based on any syntax. Nevertheless, some approaches also use syntax to enhance their process. In this context, ASTs can be used to receive an abstracted view on the parse tree, which represents the structure of the complete document [29]. CIDE also uses ASTs to enhance their feature mapping as they can determine the elements that should be assigned in the process. On the other hand, ASTs come with the price that only documents are supported which can be analyzed by a parser.

Generally, feature mapping can be achieved in both, a manual and an automated way [25]. In a manual mapping process, the mapping is completely done by the developers through assigning a feature to an artifact after implementing it. Instead, the automated mapping process can minimize the effort for developers as they e.g. analyze all artifacts and generate the mappings by extraction [21, 28]. The manual mapping leads to a n-to-n relationship where n features can be assigned to n artifacts. As there is no difference to the mapping itself when using the automated feature mapping process, the same n-to-n relationship is applicable [25].

Figure 2.4: Virtual separation of concerns in CIDE [35]
Clone-and-Own

The clone-and-own process is often used in classical software development instead of software product lines because it has low usage requirements [20]. A new variant can be build by simply cloning an existing variant and make changes to it [17, 20]. It usually consists of an extraction, a composition, and a completion phase [22]. In the extraction phase, the reusable artifacts are located in the existing variant and then composed to a new variant through the extracted artifacts. In the last step, the modification takes place so that all requirements are fulfilled. But there are also some negative factors when developing with clone-and-own. The code reuse is low as code is always cloned whether it will change or not. Also, maintaining multiple variants can be hard and code scattering is a problem depending on the number of variants involved. Artifact interactions are problematically as well, because they are leading to unnecessary code in the new variant [20, 22].

Clone-and-own can be implemented in many different technologies. One technology are version control systems (level L1, s. Section 2.1.2) which are used to create code clones using branching and forking as they are often already available for the developers [42]. Figure 2.5 shows how variants can be cloned from a master source so that changes can then be done by committing to the individual repository without changing the original source. An often used strategy for developing variants in version control systems are also feature branches where each variability point is implemented in its own code clone [42]. Nevertheless, version control systems are only level L1 because they do not support feature traceability and variant management as known in software product lines, but have a history of changes [2, 20]. A solution for some problems mentioned above could be computer-aided clone-and-own [36], variation control systems [41] and other similar approaches like ECCO [21] where new variants can be extracted from existing ones based on additional information. Still all clone-and-own approaches have common problems as code scattering as well as the risk of double implementations of the same functionality is not reduced [8]. Despite that, different approaches could improve code readability as they provide tool support for this. They are usually sorted in the levels L1 to L5 as some generate even complete variants from existing ones in the application engineering process.
In this chapter, we want to introduce our concept to improve the development of a small number of variants. As current research focuses on approaches which regain feature mappings after the edit of source code, we aim to improve feature mapping through an automatism which records the feature mapping in the moment the edit was created. The approach should automatically record feature mappings while making additions (s. Section 3.1.2), changes (s. Section 3.1.4), or deletions (s. Section 3.1.3) to variant artifacts with the best possible feature mapping. This should minimize the number of developer interactions in the mapping process which will be realized through feature contexts (s. Section 3.1.1) and feature context modes (s. Section 3.1.5). Both give the developers tools to control the calculation of a feature mapping when an edit is made. While feature contexts are presence conditions which indicate the feature or feature interaction the developer is working on, feature context modes control the influence of current feature mappings in the calculation.

With these two core elements, we want to show a line-based approach first as it is widely available for all types of artifacts, such as source code without the need of syntax or the programming language. With this, developers can create feature mappings for whole lines in a document and only need to specify the feature context and the feature context mode under which the current edit is made. The result is a feature mapped line where the feature mapping is influenced by the developer.

Nevertheless, the evaluation could show that a line-based mapping is not enough for complex variant development. Therefore, we want to introduce and later evaluate two possible improvements which can enhance the line-based approach. In Section 3.2.1, we discuss the enhancement of the line-based approach with AST’s. Abstract syntax trees provide a structured view onto artifacts and can improve the feature mapping automatism when using structural dependencies. With this approach, we can calculate an influence probability of lines around the edit. We can also annotate different parts of an if-clause with this extension. Another improvement is introduced in Section 3.2.2. Feature models could provide informations such as features and their dependencies.
3.1 Line-Based Recording

Evolving a small amount of variants without good variant management can be a pain as propagating artifact edits to all variants is bound to a high effort and software product line migration costs are high for a small number of variants [3, 9, 17, 34]. Our concept aims to improve the situation through filling the gap between clone-and-own and software product-line development by recording feature mappings automatically while editing a variant. As calculating a new feature mapping without taking the developer’s intentions into account does not work well for line-based changes, we want to make the missing information explicit using feature context and feature context modes. As explained above, feature contexts are presence conditions which describe features or feature interactions that could be implemented in every variant (s. Section 3.1.1). Also, feature context modes are boolean calculation functions which influence the calculation of new feature mappings by defining the handling of already existing feature mappings (s. Section 3.1.5). With these information made explicit by the developers, our concept can automatically calculate an adequate feature mapping with developer intentions in mind for each edit made by developers.

Besides the automation of feature mappings, we also automate the synchronization process between variants in our concept. We realized a feature-mapping-based synchronization process that takes over changes from one variant to another based on their configurations (s. Section 2.1.4), which should also minimize the number of errors while applying edits into other variants.

The complete recording and synchronization process can be split up into three phases, the intention, the editing, and the synchronization phase. Before developer start editing a line-based document, they need to take action in the intention phase which also should be the only interaction needed by them. This includes the selection of a feature context that represents the feature or feature interaction the developer will work on. It also needs a feature context mode, which controls the current feature mapping influences in the calculation of new feature mappings. With both settings, developers can regulate the semi-automated feature mapping calculation and do not need to take action until one of the intentions changes.

After the intention phase has finished, developers can start with the editing process and edit documents in variants. As we do not want to require any further developer interaction for the feature mapping calculation, we only want to relay on information that are available before, during and after the edit. An information we can determine are the lines that have changed. For this, we use a diff algorithm that takes the old and the new version of a document and calculates the edit. Often, diff algorithms differ in their edit kinds as some algorithms only support adding and removing, and not changing which we also want to use for the evaluation later. Therefore, we use Myers diff algorithm [47, 48] which also supports the change edit kind. Based on these kinds of edits, we can also create three basic operations for the feature mapping calculations. While Add is called when
lines are added to a file, Remove handles feature mappings when the diff algorithm determines that lines are removed. Along with these cases, the Change operation calculates the feature mapping, when already existing lines change.

The last phase for an improved development process for a small number of variants is the n-way synchronization step. This is an important step as synchronizable variants for a specific edit are often only known by the developer of the edit. This leads to serious issues when multiple persons develop variants and other developers do not know about the configurations of all variants. Also, new variants can not be synchronized when the developer does not know the edits that need to be taken over to the new variant. Another problem is the feature traceability when taking edits over manually as it implies a huge effort. To solve these issues, we improve the synchronization process with our recorded feature mapping. Each edit has a list of possible synchronizable variants, which are variants that satisfy the equation

\[
\text{SAT}(FM \land \bigwedge_{f \in CV} f \land \bigwedge_{f' \in F \setminus CV} \lnot f').
\] (3.1)

This means that the feature mapping corresponds with all selected and not selected features of the configuration of a variant. If the equation is satisfied, the changes can be patched either automatically or manually at any time of the development process. Automatically means in this context that no adjustments are needed to patch the edit into the other variant, while a manual patching process requires the knowledge of developers. Whether a patch can be synchronized automatically or manually also depends on the synchronization history of the variant as edits are always a successor of another edit. When an edit of a earlier time stamp is synchronized after a later one, the earlier edit can be selected to be patched manually when the same region of lines are touched. While editing the patch, we also calculate a new mapping for the patched lines with the different operations mentioned above. With this, we improve also the feature traceability in the synchronized variant when synchronizing the edit.

### 3.1.1 Feature Context

Feature mappings are as good as a developer specifies them. This causes a lot of problems as an automated approach can not react to the developers intention. Therefore, we introduce feature context as a way for the developer to express their intentions. With feature contexts, developers explicitly select a presence condition as working feature intention. An example is the feature context

\[
\text{LCD} \lor \text{Touch}
\] (3.2)

where the LCD and/or the Touch feature must be selected in the variant configuration to include the mapped code. Contexts can be created by the developer at any time during the editing session.
and can be any presence condition over a set of features, which represent commonalities over all available variants.

A presence condition can be either a single feature condition or a feature connected with a presence condition through a logical operator. It has no length constraints and does not check for redundancy. Presence conditions can also be evaluated in terms of validity for each variant. The validity is therefore true when a presence condition is fulfilled in the configuration and can be checked by a SAT solver (s. Section 2.1.3) with the statement

\[
\text{SAT}(FC \land \bigwedge_{f \in C_V} f \land \bigwedge_{f' \in F \setminus C_V} \neg f').
\] (3.3)

The feature context \((FC)\) must correspond to the configuration in terms of selected and unselected features as otherwise the mapped code can not be included into the variant. Therefore, the feature context which are usable in a specific variant are the feature contexts which are satisfiable in the variant specific configuration.

With a valid feature context, the edit is then included into the corresponding variant. This definition is similar to the definition given by Berger et al. [10], which are also defining feature-to-code mappings as presence conditions. The difference is that they need to know all presence conditions in advance while feature contexts can be declared at any time in the development process. Also, feature contexts do not need to be build up on other information sources, which means that as long as the developers understand the context they are working with, the developers can use any identification strings for features. This also implies that neither a feature model, a document structure, or an existing mapping are needed. Nevertheless, further information could improve the understandability of feature contexts. Dependencies on the basis of a feature model can deliver developers important informations for a feature context such as whether feature interactions are possible or not. It can also be used for feature context validation, where feature contexts are checked for validity in a specific variant.

Through the fact that a feature context can be added, changed, or removed at any time in the development process, feature contexts must ensure that each line can be mapped with an accurate feature context. Regardless of this advantage, removing or modifying a feature context is not an easy task as it could lead to a state where code assigned with feature mappings exists in variants but the new feature context is not valid in this variant.

### 3.1.2 Adding Lines

While feature contexts are used across our concept, edited lines can have three different kinds when analyzed by Myers diff algorithm [47, 48]. In this section, we want to look at what happens when lines are added to a document. For these added lines, new feature mappings are needed to be
Figure 3.1: Example for adding lines. The lines M3 and M4 are added with feature context B. The resulting $A'$ differs depending on the upper line feature mapping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>$TAUT(A \land B \rightarrow F_i)$</th>
<th>$F_i \rightarrow B$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$F_0$</td>
<td>$false$</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_1$</td>
<td>$A \land B$</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_2$</td>
<td>$A \land \neg B$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_3$</td>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_4$</td>
<td>$\neg A \land B$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_5$</td>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_6$</td>
<td>$A \oplus B$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_7$</td>
<td>$A \lor B$</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_8$</td>
<td>$A \downarrow B$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_9$</td>
<td>$A \equiv B$</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{10}$</td>
<td>$\neg B$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{11}$</td>
<td>$A \lor \neg B$</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{12}$</td>
<td>$\neg A$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{13}$</td>
<td>$\neg A \lor B$</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{14}$</td>
<td>$A \uparrow B$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{15}$</td>
<td>$true$</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Possible boolean functions for adding lines and their respective names. $A$ refers to the current feature mapping applied and $B$ to the selected feature context.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>$A'$</th>
<th>$A \land B$</th>
<th>$B$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A, B$</td>
<td>$A'$</td>
<td>$M3, M4$</td>
<td>$M3, M4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\neg A, B$</td>
<td>$A'$</td>
<td>$M4$</td>
<td>$M3, M4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A, \neg B$</td>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\neg A, \neg B$</td>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Influence of feature context modes on synchronizable variants when adding lines.
calculated which respect the selected feature context and fulfill the developer intentions. As those added lines do not have any further information about the current feature mapping we also include the surroundings of each added line as additional information for the feature mapping calculation. For simplification reasons, we assume that only the upper line of the surroundings are relevant to the feature mapping calculation as two different feature mappings for the upper and the lower line would lead to user interactions because of missing informations.

An example for adding lines in a document is shown in Fig. 3.1 where $M_3$ and $M_4$ are added under the feature context $B$. As $M_3$ and $M_4$ need feature mappings, we use boolean functions to calculate the new feature mappings. Generally, the new feature mappings can be calculated through 16 different boolean functions shown in Table 3.1 [12]. Nevertheless, many of the functions are not suitable for the calculation as they must fulfill the tautology

$$TAUT(A \land B \rightarrow F_i).$$

This is caused as the current feature mapping $A$ and the feature context $B$ must be valid in the variant configuration as otherwise the feature context could not be fulfilled in the variant which implements the change. Therefore, the change should not be made in the variant as it would produce dead code. This leads to a drop out for the functions $F_0, F_2, F_4, F_6, F_8, F_{10}, F_{12}, F_{14}$ of Table 3.1 as potential calculations because they do not fulfill the tautology.

Another function constraint is the developer intention which is provided by the feature context and can be expressed through

$$F_i \rightarrow B.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.5)

Functions must therefore lead to a positive assignment of feature context $B$ because otherwise the developer would have selected a different feature context. Accordingly, the remaining boolean functions are only $F_1$ and $F_5$ as they are the only ones which always lead to $B$ which are the functions AND and B.

Projected on the calculation of the feature mapping for the lines $M_3$ and $M_4$, $M_3$ can have either $A \land B$ or $B$ as resulting feature mapping. $M_4$ instead can only be assigned to the feature mapping $B$ as the upper line of $M_4$ does not have any current feature mapping. With this, we assign $A$ with $true$ for the calculation of $A \land B$ which leads to $true \land B \equiv B$. Therefore, the AND and B functions are the same with no upper line mapping.

After the edit is made and the feature mapping is applied, the edit can then be patched into other variants through synchronization. Table 3.2 shows the possible configuration options for all variants and whether they are possible synchronizable variants for the lines $M_3$ and $M_4$. The above stated equality of the functions AND and B for $M_4$ is also shown in this table as $M_4$ can also be
synchronized into variants that do not implement $A$ even when the AND function was used for the calculation.

### 3.1.3 Removing Artifacts

Besides the addition of lines to a document, removing lines is a second case for Myers diff algorithm [47,48]. When removing lines of a document, normally a new feature mapping is not possible as the lines do not exist after removing them. Nevertheless, a mapping is still possible in our concept as the feature mappings could be synchronized into other variants. Therefore, we negate the feature context to $\neg B$ as the user decides to remove the lines explicit under the feature context $B$. Furthermore, the user intends also that each same line in all other variants should also be removed, if $B$ is not implemented in the variant. Besides this, the annotation of the lines would lead to improvement of feature mapping completeness in the other variants and therefore to a better feature traceability. Fig. 3.2 shows an example of two lines which are both removed during the edit. While $M_1$ has a feature mapping assigned, $M_2$ has none. Both lines are removed and do not have a feature mapping after this, but for all other variants this removal could increase the feature mapping coverage as $M_1$ and $M_2$ could be used to annotate the same line in all other variants which also have $\neg B$ selected. Also, $M_1$ and $M_2$ can be removed in all other variants where their feature mapping is fulfilled in the configuration of the variant.

For the feature mapping calculation, we also want to look at the 16 possible boolean functions [12]. As the user intends to remove the line under the feature context $B$, we can assign the feature mapping to other variants using the negated feature context. This leads to a different function table as shown in Table 3.1 in Section 3.1.2, because of the negated feature context. As shown in Table 3.3, the tautology with the negated feature context

$$TAUT(A \land \neg B \rightarrow F_i). \quad (3.6)$$

throws out half of the boolean functions and only the functions $F_2, F_3, F_6, F_7, F_{10}, F_{11}, F_{14},$ and $F_{15}$
### Table 3.3: Possible boolean functions for removing lines and their respective names. $A$ refers to the current feature mapping applied and $B$ to the selected feature context.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>$TAUT(A \land \neg B \rightarrow F_i)$</th>
<th>$F_i \rightarrow \neg B$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$F_0$</td>
<td>$false$</td>
<td>FALSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_1$</td>
<td>$A \land B$</td>
<td>AND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_2$</td>
<td>$A \land \neg B$</td>
<td>$A$ AND NOT $B$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_3$</td>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>$A$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_4$</td>
<td>$\neg A \land B$</td>
<td>NOT $A$ AND $B$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_5$</td>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>$B$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_6$</td>
<td>$A \oplus B$</td>
<td>XOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_7$</td>
<td>$A \lor B$</td>
<td>OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_8$</td>
<td>$A \downarrow B$</td>
<td>NOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_9$</td>
<td>$A \equiv B$</td>
<td>XNOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{10}$</td>
<td>$\neg B$</td>
<td>NOT $B$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{11}$</td>
<td>$A \lor \neg B$</td>
<td>$A$ OR NOT $B$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{12}$</td>
<td>$\neg A$</td>
<td>NOT $A$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{13}$</td>
<td>$\neg A \lor B$</td>
<td>NOT $A$ OR $B$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{14}$</td>
<td>$A \uparrow B$</td>
<td>NAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{15}$</td>
<td>$true$</td>
<td>TRUE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3.4: Influence of feature context modes on synchronizable variants when removing lines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>$A'$</th>
<th>$A \land \neg B$</th>
<th>$\neg B$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A, B$</td>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\neg A, B$</td>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A, \neg B$</td>
<td>$M_1, M_2$</td>
<td>$M_1, M_2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\neg A, \neg B$</td>
<td>$M_2$</td>
<td>$M_1, M_2$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.3: Example for changing an artifact. Both lines are changed with feature context B. The resulting $A'$ differs depending on the selected feature context mode.

Table 3.5: Influence of feature context modes on synchronizable variants when changing lines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>$A \land B$</th>
<th>$B$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A, B$</td>
<td>M1, M2</td>
<td>M1, M2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\neg A, B$</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>M1, M2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A, \neg B$</td>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\neg A, \neg B$</td>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

remain. Also, after applying the user intention equation

$$F_i \rightarrow \neg B,$$

again only two functions remain as possible candidates for the new feature mapping. $A \land \neg B$ and $\neg B$ are therefore the only choices for a feature mapping where lines are removed. Additionally, this approach can also be seen as prune and tag, an inversion of tag and prune [11] as lines are pruned before the lines are tagged.

Also, synchronizing the edits is the opposite of the synchronization process for line additions as the feature context is negated. Table 3.4 shows that the lines $M_1$ and $M_2$ are then synchronized into a specific variant when $A \land \neg B$ or $\neg B$ is fulfilled in the configuration.

### 3.1.4 Changing Artifacts

Another operation runs when a line has changed. This could happen when developer perform a refactoring or adapt parameters to a new environment. Figure 3.3 shows an example for changed artifacts. Both lines are changed under feature context B and while $M_1$ already has a mapping, $M_2$ has no mapping. For the calculation of the new feature mapping, we can reuse the boolean functions for adding a line as we work with the same feature context which is not negated. The only difference lies in the calculation for $M_1$ as the surrounding is replaced with the current feature mapping which leads to a change of $A$ in the table. As the 16 boolean functions [12] are not depending on $A$, we can
easily exchange the underlying feature mapping as the current feature mapping and the feature mapping of the upper line are provided by the same document and are conceptually close to the same meaning. Therefore, feature mappings can be calculated through the boolean functions $A \land B$ and $B$ where $A$ is the current feature mapping and $B$ is the selected feature context. Also, the possible synchronizable variants are not different from the one when adding a line (s. Table 3.5).

Nevertheless, in theory, handling an artifact change individually as a separate operation is quite controversial. This is caused by the reason that the operation could maybe also be done through removing the original mapping with the negated feature context (s. Section 3.1.3) and adding the feature mapping again. Despite of that, we still decided to see a change operation as independent operation as Myers diff algorithm [47,48] is also introducing a separate change case.

### 3.1.5 Feature Context Modes

We have seen in the last sections that each operation has multiple boolean functions that are possible for calculating new feature mappings for added, removed, or changed lines. As we cannot decide for the developer which function is appropriate in the current edit process, we want to give the decision to the developers in form of feature context modes. This is possible because the boolean functions are similar for all cases despite the negation for the removing case. Therefore, we can select $A \land B$ and $B$ as representatives for all cases. Since $A$ is declared as current feature mapping or upper line mapping, $B$ represents the feature context which can also be negated for the case of removing lines from a document. Both functions seem to be reasonable as a conjunction can represent feature interactions and $B$ builds the mapping only based on the developer selected feature context. In the following, we therefore want to refer to $A \land B$ as merge mode and describe the expression $B$ as override mode for easier remembrance by the developers. Also, the removal case will negate the feature context $B$ which leads to $A \land \neg B$ instead of $A \land B$ (s. Section 3.1.3). Equal to this, $\neg B$ is the negation of $B$ and should therefore also be used when a negation is needed with active override mode.

Beside the two boolean functions, we also want to introduce the enhance mode to help developers to increase the feature mapping while keeping all other feature mappings. Therefore, the mode extends the override mode and only enables a mapping when the changed line was not mapped to a feature before. It can be used in parallel to the merge and the override mode as the current feature mapping is always true which leads to the same calculated feature mapping for both modes. It is similar to the boolean function $B$ and should help developers in minimizing the number of switches they must undertake when working with different feature contexts. A change can then be done under the same context as the current feature mapping and is the only way to disable the inclusion of the feature context while keep recording the edits. This also implies that it is only useful to developers when lines are changed in a file (s. Section 3.1.4).
3.2 Limitations & Extended Concept

Our basic concept only takes the current feature context and the current feature-to-artifact mappings into account. Still, analyzing and calculating the best feature-to-artifact mapping possible often needs further information. As information come with effort on the developer site and our concept tries to automate as much as possible, our line-based concept does only require a list of feature contexts and configurations which could be enriched with more information in the future. With the actual used information, a general recording and automated synchronization is possible, but does not deliver the best possible product as it could be improved through structure information such as ASTs [49], which we will discuss in Section 3.2.1. Another information source can be a feature model (s. Section 3.2.2) which could be created for all variants and help building better presence conditions using the structure and dependency information of the feature set.

3.2.1 Recording with AST

As shown in the previous sections, line-based feature mappings are sometimes very complicated as a line can hold multiple artifacts at once. An example is a line with a conditional statement which is composed out of different clauses. Listing 3.1 shows such a conditional statement where all clauses are implemented by different features and therefore need their own feature mapping which is not applicable with a line-based approach. Also, functions cannot be mapped to lines when features are extending the function header with parameters as shown in Listing 3.2. Beneath the function header, the function call is furthermore a problem when adding parameters to functions. Both problems could be solved with expanding the line so that each feature can be mapped to a line only containing the necessary part for the feature mapping. The problem is that this solution also lowers the readability and understandability of source code which we want to avoid.

```java
if (_lcd.available() && _touch.ready()) {
   _lcd.print('Menu');
   _touch.enable();
   ...
}
```

Listing 3.1: Example feature mapping enhanced with an AST. Features LCD and TOUCH can be composed into one conditional statement.
void update_usb_status(const bool forceUpdate) {
    static bool last_usb_connected_status = false;
    if (last_usb_connected_status != Serial || forceUpdate) {
        last_usb_connected_status = Serial;
        write_to_lcd_P(PSTR("{R:UC}\r\n") : PSTR("{R:UD}\r\n"));
    }
    ...
}

Listing 3.2: Example feature mapping enhanced with an AST.

Features USB_FUPDATE can extend function parameters and also used in conditional statements.

Another solution for this kind of problem is an improvement of granularity of the approach. While line-based mappings can be great as they are supported for all text files, source code and domain specific languages have a specified structure defined which can be used for increasing the granularity for feature mappings. This improves readability and understandability but can also be used for enhanced granularity when building abstract syntax trees (ASTs). Abstract syntax trees (s. Section 2.1.5) transform an artifact into a structured tree which could be traversed and analyzed. A tree has always a root node which represents the complete artifact and has sub-nodes for each structural child it contains.

With a complete AST, we can detect clones [4, 32] or understand how the software evolves during development [49] which can also be a useful addition when developing variants. Despite that, we can also use the structure to calculate only the necessary parts of a line that has changed or retrieve the hierarchy and nested mappings of the edited part. It can be used for a deeper analysis of the dependencies of an edit. Both advantages can be used to annotate the correct parts of the line shown in Listing 3.1 as we can include the structure and dependencies in our feature mapping calculation. Furthermore, we can integrate the feature mapping of a conditional statement into the mapping of a line within the body of the conditional statement and can also be used for an automated merge when an edit is surrounded by the same feature mapping. This can ensure that artifacts are not taken over in other variants by accident because they are missing the feature mapping of the dependency.

In total, ASTs could improve the feature mappings as they deliver more informations about a feature mapping. Nevertheless, an AST must be build at each edit which raises the level of complexity for determining a feature mapping and requires no syntax errors to be build. Also, ASTs are only available to structured artifacts such as source code or other domain specific languages as it would bring no advantage when a document has no structure. This is also a reason why using abstract syntax trees always need fallback solutions like line-based mapping and the potential for improvement should also be evaluated in Chapter 5.
3.2.2 Validation and Metrics with Feature Model

Beside the problem of granularity, another problem lays in choosing the best possible feature contexts because feature mappings need to be as good as possible when developers specify them. Our concept supports this by allowing creation of feature contexts whenever the developer needs to change them. These presence conditions can be built freely without any constraint in terms of features, dependencies, or constraints. Nevertheless, this leads to a problem of validation and verification of freely created feature contexts. This could lead to dead code where feature mappings could never be evaluated to true in the variant. Furthermore, the developer can easily miswrite a term of a feature context, so that a duplicate feature context can be created. This would also split up the feature implementation into separated groups and would decrease the feature traceability. Another point is that presence conditions can grow in complexity and length. Both of them decrease the readability and comprehensibility of the context and should be therefore avoided. The problem occurs as we do not know the relations between the different terms of the presence condition and cannot calculate the shortest possible presence condition.

As a solution for these problems, we could use a feature model like Fig. 3.4. As explained in Section 2.1.3, the feature model describes the variability points over all variants and contains features, their relations, and cross-tree constraints. Also, a feature model can be annotated with colors [28] or other attributes [5] which both help to illustrate the variability even more. With these information, feature contexts created by developers could be validated through a SAT solver. Furthermore, feature contexts and later feature mappings could be validated in terms of satisfiability [46] to prove that they do not produce dead artifacts which can be defined similar to dead code [64]. Through checking for generalisability and redundancy, we can determine a minimized version of feature contexts and feature mappings. Also, misspelled features can be prevented through the feature set of the feature model as each feature must be unique. With all this improvements, our concept could help developers in creating a good feature context and maintaining a healthy state of the artifacts and the feature mappings.

Beside solutions for both, the feature context creation and the feature mapping, we could also use the feature model for development metrics. We could check for complex feature interactions through calculating the number of features used in the feature mapping, so that developers can take a look at these mappings again. Also, we can give developers a hint when a relation between two features is possible through checking presence conditions. Developers could then merge the duplicated features, change a dependency, or create a constraint in the feature model to formalize this in the feature model. Furthermore, we could check for not used features and relate the number of mapped and unmapped artifacts, which can help to evaluate the state of conversion from clone-and-own to our concept.
In total, a developer can improve the development process in terms of validation and metrics when using a feature model. This is possible through the fact that feature models provide information which can be used directly with the artifact mappings. With this one document, many improvements can be made and a further conversion into a software product line is also easier as a feature model is fundamental and needs to be created for the product line process. Therefore, creation and maintaining a feature model might be a good idea by the time when developers are switching to our concept or even sooner as it can enhance all possible steps when evolving the process from clone-and-own. Despite that, it is nevertheless a time consuming task which should be done by domain experts as it will decide the quality of all feature mappings hereinafter.

### 3.3 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced our line-based concept for feature-to-artifact mapping. This has the advantage that widely available types of artifacts are supported. We identified three operations based on myers diff algorithm [47, 48]: Add, Remove, and Change. For these operations we defined our feature mapping with respect to the current feature mapping, the selected feature context, and the activated feature context mode. We defined feature contexts as presence conditions and feature context modes as boolean functions which are conducted out of all possible functions for two terms. The conclusion were the merge and override mode with their negations. We also presented the enhance mode as a way to change code without any feature mapping modification as it ignores the feature context completely. Afterwards, we showed limitations and how an extension with structure or feature models could benefit the concept in terms of automated feature mappings. With structure
available, it would be possible to further automate feature mapping for artifacts as the surrounding structure would be visible to the calculation algorithm. It could also enhance the granularity with multiple feature mappings in a single line. Otherwise a feature model could enable an improvement in terms of feature context creation as contexts could be automatically validated against the feature model. Feature contexts could also be simplified as feature models could create relations between the in our concept loose features.
4 Implementation in VariantSync

In this chapter, we want to take a look at the prototypical implementation of our concept for the automated recording of feature mappings, which we introduced in Chapter 3. Due to time constraints, we only concentrate on line-based mappings (s. Section 3.1) and not on the AST (s. Section 3.2.1) and feature model improvements (s. Section 3.2.2). We implement the concept in VariantSync [43], a tool to improve the development process of software variants.

4.1 Current Workflow and Limitations in VariantSync

VariantSync is a plug-in for the Eclipse framework [23] and provides already basic line-based feature mapping support. It is based on FeatureIDE [18,31,38,45,65], a software product-line tool which supports feature model and configuration editing. It is one of the most known tools in research and often used in prototypical development because of extensibility [33] and active maintenance [18]. Before this thesis, VariantSync prototype can override a line with the current selected feature context, calculating more advanced feature mappings are not supported. Furthermore, feature context modes (s. Section 3.1.5) are currently not yet available to the developers and merging or enhancing the current mapping is not possible.

The current process can be divided into four different parts as shown in Fig. 4.1. The first two parts are preparations for the development and are not necessary after the first initial run. First, we create a FeatureIDE project with the VariantSync composer. A composer describes the variability approach used for development and could enable individual calculations or executions of specific task when building. In our case, it also creates a basic feature model to start with. It is a support project, which contains all necessary information for all variants for the later development process. Internally, the configuration project manager (s. Fig. 4.2) will create an instance of a configuration project which holds all information for the feature mapping and the synchronization later. In detail, it will instantiate managers for feature contexts, feature mappings and patches. The feature context manager handles all related feature context actions, for example the creation of a new feature context. It also contains a list of already created contexts. Furthermore, the mapping manager gives access to all current feature mappings for all variants which are registered in the configuration project and the patches manager registers the edits with the help of diff algorithms, which is in the case of VariantSync Myers diff algorithm [47,48]. All three managers are accessible through the configuration project and provide interfaces to implement own algorithms through Eclipse exten-
4.1 Current Workflow and Limitations in VariantSync

Figure 4.1: VariantSync [51] workflow for developing variability before this thesis.

In the second step, a configuration file is created in the configuration project for each variant with the help of the FeatureIDE configuration editor. The editor is feature rich and supports on-time checking for satisfiability as explained in Section 2.1.4. The configurations will be needed later for the synchronization as each configuration allows calculations if an edit can be included in the own variant or not. We also speak of synchronizable variants which means variants that also fulfill the feature mapping in their specific configuration. Furthermore, every configuration will be checked whether a corresponding project exists. If the project exists, it will be added to the list of variants in the configuration project (s. Fig. 4.2) and is considered as synchronization target for all edits. If no variant exists yet, configurations are marked with problem markers in the Eclipse framework and can be solved through an automated project creation process as it can automatically create a Java project with the configuration name. Otherwise, the nature can be added to already existing project which are imported into the workspace.

With these first two steps in the process of the workflow, the tool environment is set-up and
Figure 4.2: Class diagram of the manager classes implemented in VariantSync [51].
developers can start creating source code in the variant projects which are annotated with the feature mapping. Nevertheless, it can be required that both initialization steps can be repeated at any time as otherwise a change of the feature model or any configuration would not be possible. The developer can also manually create a new feature context based on the extracted feature set from the feature model which helps when implementing feature interactions as the current process only supports the override feature context mode.

The recording is done through selecting a feature context, starting the recording and making changes to the created or imported variants. The feature context manager (s. Fig. 4.2) will hereby control the selected feature context and the mapping manager will handle the state of the mapping, which can be active or inactive. Also a patch with the current feature context is created through the patch manager, which will be filled with the edits that happen after the recording is started. Otherwise nothing will happen when developers change the source code which enables them to stop the mapping for an edit that is only variant-specific. When an edit has happened and the recording is active, the mapping manager determines the feature mapping for an edit when the developer saves the file and registers the feature mapping for the variant. After an edit is done and the recording is stopped or the feature context changed, the patch manager will also close the patch and will register the diffs as a patch for all variants to apply where the configuration is satisfiable and applicable.

As the patch is registered in the patches manager (s. Fig. 4.2), it can be synchronized in all synchronizable variants automatically or manually. An overview over all made patches is shown in the

![Figure 4.3: Resource Changes View in VariantSync [51]. Edits under different features and with only one variant present. [62]](image)

![Figure 4.4: Source-Focused View in VariantSync [51]. Edits under the feature context Base and with only one variant present. [62]](image)
resource changes view (s. Fig. 4.3). It shows the patches with their source variants and also displays the automatically and manually synchronizable variants as well as the variants which are already synchronized. With this view, the developer can see all changes and can estimate the current state of equality between all variants. If the patch cannot be applied automatically, the developer must manually patch the specific variant with the edits made in this patch. Despite that, VariantSync already provides two different patch ways. First, the source-focused patch way with the source-focused view (s. Fig. 4.4) enables the developer to select patches based on their source variant. For a specific variant, the source-focused patch way shows each patch made in this variant and can be patched to all variants which are synchronizable for a patch. This can help e.g. with bug-fixing as the bug-fix only needs to be available in one variant and can be synchronized into all others. The inverse of the source-focused patch is target-focused and accessible through the target-focused view (s Fig. 4.5). It inverses the source-focused approach as it shows patches when they are available for patching in the selected variant independent of the source variant. This is useful when developers only want to update the selected variant to the latest source code and not all other variants too. After the patch is applied successfully in either way, manually or automatically, the process can start again at any step with the next recording. The feature model or a configuration can be adapted and new features implemented.

4.2 Implementation of Automated Recording and Synchronisation

While before this thesis the VariantSync workflow provides basic line-based feature mapping support, we want to extend the current implementation in the necessary parts to support automated feature mapping. A first step towards automation is to make the feature mapping itself more automated. As shown in Section 3.1, we nevertheless need support from the developers to get the best possible feature mapping. For this, we introduced feature contexts modes which work together with
feature contexts. Both, feature contexts and feature context modes, can be selected by the user in the toolbar of Eclipse where they are grouped beneath each other and deliver a solution for creating feature mappings based on an already existent mapping. Before, developers had to create the feature context for a line manually if the feature context was not available until then. This includes lines which contain feature interactions. With our implementation, a feature mapping can now be created automatically when a new mapping is calculated based on the selected feature context, the feature context mode, and the current feature mapping. Despite that it is also possible to have no context mode selected. With this, the developer implies that no change should be mapped, so that it could replace the start and stop functionality of the VariantSync tool before this thesis was written. It also could minimize the number of actions a developer must take to get the same result.

To realize the different feature context modes and the enhanced feature mapping at the synchronization process, the feature mapping must be changed. As a manager class should never implement functionality of its managed instances, we extended the feature mapping manager. Therewith, and also because of separation of concerns, we implemented a new feature mapping calculation processor (s. Fig. 4.6), which calculates the feature mappings for the mapping manager.

The mapping processor receives the patch made by the developer and also the former feature mapping of the edit and calculates the new feature mapping. The processor is implemented following the singleton pattern as a processor only differs for each patch approach and is instantiated...
in the mapping manager. This comes through the fact that each approach can depend on many factors for the feature mapping calculation. One factor is the granularity of the feature mapping method of the patch approach. A feature mapping using structure can be in need for an AST for the feature mapping generation as a line can have multiple mappings. Otherwise, our processor for line-based feature mappings only needs to implement the boolean functions defined in Sections 3.1.2 to 3.1.4.

The process for our line-based concept is to check the feature context mode first, so that the right calculation method is used. Afterwards, the processor calculates the current feature mapping on basis of the boolean functions, the feature context, and the current feature mapping. The conceptual algorithm for the complete process is shown in Fig. 4.8 and for line-based mapping, the processor mainly consists of the function to calculate the feature mapping as shown in Fig. 4.7.

Despite the calculation while recording the edits, we also need to calculate new feature mappings when synchronizing variants. The mapping processor can also be used for this, as there is no difference whether the calculation happens during a recording in a variant or during a synchronization between two variants.

Another step to automation is the ability to calculate if a synchronization is possible for two variants and if the selected feature context satisfies the configuration. For the synchronization, it must be ensured that the feature mapping of the source variant is transferred into the synchronized variant correctly. For this, we also need to include a function into the patch manager to check two presence conditions in terms of satisfiability as not every feature of the feature mapping could be implemented in the synchronized variant. The satisfiability for two presence conditions can be calculated through validity checks. With this, we can be sure that each synchronization is valid and can be transferred into the other variant. This helps to keep the patches in synchronization views small and improves the overview over the different views and their possible synchronizable variants. To check the satisfiability for feature contexts, we also extended the feature context manager, which checks the context against the configuration of the variant. This also relies on a satisfiability problem and therefore, we can use the same algorithm, but with different parameters. While the patch manager accepts two configurations, the feature context manager accepts a feature context and
a configuration.

As we need a satisfiability checker for the calculations of the synchronizations and the feature contexts, we use the boolean satisfiability solver Sat4j [57]. It is used for calculations that involve feature contexts and other boolean expressions and is already included in Eclipse [23] and also used by FeatureIDE [18] to solve boolean satisfaction problems in feature models and configurations. We can therefore conclude the validity of a synchronization as the SAT instance must have a valid assignment for the equation Eq. (3.1) from Section 3.1.

4.3 Summary

In this chapter, we first explained the VariantSync project and what was already implemented for supporting feature mappings. Before, the feature mapping process in VariantSync was limited to a line-based overwriting and had no support for automated recording of feature mappings. We implemented a new mapping processor, which handles all mapping calculations for the mapping manager and integrated the functions for selectable feature context modes. With this, we should be able to record feature mappings automatically with minimized developer interactions. In the next chapter, we will evaluate the new implementation based on our concept and investigate the introduced research questions.
5 Evaluation

In this chapter, we want to evaluate our concept for automated feature recording in terms of usability and practicability against the Marlin Firmware. As already mentioned in the chapters before, the following research questions are important for our concept as they measure the usability of the feature context modes and the degree of automation we can achieve. We also want to investigate if ASTs or feature models could enhance our concept and whether the feature mappings grew or not.

RQ1 How often feature context modes are applicable?

RQ2 Which degree of automation can be achieved when synchronizing edits?

RQ3 Can ASTs and FMs increase the automation degree?

RQ4 What is the structure of feature mappings?

5.1 Evaluation Method

Our research questions RQ1-RQ4 are mostly based on efficiency and applicability of our concept, therefore we want to evaluate the concept against a real world development project which faces everyday problems when developing with variability. For the best possible evaluation, we need a mixture of a clone and a product line. We need the possibility to generate different variants with history of the files as well as some sort of feature mapping. We also need some sort of knowledge whether the change is made only for the specific variant or should be made available in all variants. Also synchronizable variants must be determinable to calculate the applicability using some sort of configuration. For this, we selected the Marlin firmware [44] as best possible candidate as it implements 3D printer firmwares for different machine platforms. Whether code is included or not depends on these configurations as the project uses the C preprocessor to generate variants. Also a history is provided through the git version control system provided by Github [24] and code for all variants are integrated in the main code base through already closed pull-requests. Currently the Marlin firmware has over 10,000 commits and more than 350 contributors in 24 releases.

For the evaluation, we want to use the current development branch for version 2.0 (‘bugfix-2.0.x’), as it is a refactored version with numerous new features being developed using pull-requests. As test subjects, we inspect the 11 lowest numbered pull-requests with 229 individual patch operations adding all kinds of different functionality from LCD panel support to the implementation of new
commands for 3D printers and therefore tagged with the “PR: New Feature” tag. We also want to simulate the impact of these pull requests and their operations on six possible variants for 3D printers. Four printers are widespread all over the world, one is the standard development configuration and one is a delta printer to represent a wide range of printers. As furthermore each printer needs some extra features enabled as most options are only optional features, we want to define the following additions to the variants:

1. **Default**, which has an ultra LCD, three fans with higher speed, and a USB connection.

2. **Creality CR-10S**, which has the CR-10 stock panel, two fans, auto bed leveling, SD card support, and an advanced pause feature. The printer also supports babys stepping and EEPROM.

3. **Creality Ender 4**, which has a minipanel, only one fan, two serial connections, and supports also auto bed leveling, SD cards and EEPROM.

4. **SCARA**, which has three fans and two serial connections not including the USB connection.

5. **Anet A8**, which has a 1602 display, two fans with a higher fan speed, a second Z-axis stepper motor, babys stepping, SD card support and EEPROM.

6. **Kossel Pro**, which has one fan with higher fan speed, two serial connections, and supports SD cards.

With these variants defined, we calculate the new feature mapping for each patch through the process described in Chapter 3. We also note which mode for each patch could be used to get the new feature mapping and in which variants the patch can be synchronized with and without conflicts. Despite the fact that we implemented our concept in VariantSync [51], we had to validate our concept by hand as the variant generation in marlin was not possible. This was caused by the implementation of the Marlin firmware [44] product-line as the variability was implemented through macro preprocessor directives which could not be easily processed without also expanding all macros, which would make it impossible to reconstruct the pull-requests for our evaluation.

### 5.2 How Often Feature Context Modes Are Applicable?

Feature context modes should help developers in minimizing the number of modifications of the feature context. Nevertheless, feature contexts in combination with overriding the feature mapping could bring a better result. Also feature context modes could maximize the development effort when the modes must be switched continuously. Therefore, we want to evaluate with this research questions if feature context modes are sufficient for developers and enhance their development process. For the evaluated patch operations, Table 5.1 shows the number of times a mode can be used to create the correct mode. While only six of 299 times no mode could be applied, enhance mode
can be used in 65.07% of the cases. Furthermore, the merge case could be used in 89.08% to apply the correct feature mapping and the override mode could be applied at every patch which accepts a mode (97.38%). This is due to the fact that we could override the feature mapping with the correct feature context selected each time. As the research question is the degree of automation achieved through feature context modes, we can easily see that a majority of cases can use the merge context mode which concatenates the feature context and the current feature mapping automatically. This is achieved through the high variability in the feature mapping of the Marlin firmware [44] as the C preprocessor and many feature mappings not change even when new functionality is implemented. This is also shown by the huge amount of cases where the enhance mode can be used as the mode does not change the feature mapping if a feature mapping is already present. Nevertheless, the mode can be used to minimize the time for changes where the feature mapping should not be changed. When using the merge mode, quite complex feature context with three and more feature interactions (s. Fig. 5.3) can be time-consuming to support in the feature context selection. With these results, we can also conclude a standard case when working with feature context modes. As already mentioned before, the merge mode can be used in about 90% of the cases and is also available in 54.71% (without unchanged feature mappings) of all cases when a mode can be applied. This allows the automated feature mapping with much less hassle as with the override feature context mode, where each feature context must be explicitly selected even although the override mode could be used in every case.

5.3 Which Degree of Automation Can Be Achieved When Synchronizing Edits?

The second research question we want to evaluate is the question of how often changes can be synchronized without conflicts. Beneath this question, we also gain information about the possible degree of automation which is a central goal for our work. For this, we evaluated for each operation whether it could be integrated or not for each of the six variants. As expected, most patches are not

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Merge</th>
<th>Override</th>
<th>Enhance</th>
<th>None</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unchanged</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overridden</td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merged</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newly Annotated</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Mapped</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: How often feature context modes can be used for all 229 operations broken down by the patch operations which were performed during the evaluation.
applicable for specific variants. This is a result of the configurations as no configuration implements all features and we can therefore conclude that mostly very specific features are implemented or changed. Despite that, the statistics shows that out of 60 to 70 possible synchronization only 12.70% to 19.05% are in conflict. In total, this shows that patches can often be applied automatically without any user interactions.

5.4 Can ASTs and FMs Increase the Automation Degree?

As our concept is a line-based approach without any need for additional information from the file itself, it is critical that we can calculate the best possible feature mapping. Nevertheless, often additional information could be of help to automatically create a feature mapping which match the developer intents. ASTs and feature models may provide these information with the calculation as explained in Section 3.2, but the question is how often additional information are helpful. Figure 5.2 shows that the feature model could only be used in 2.18% of the cases. This can be explained through the fact, when looking at the feature model of the Marlin firmware. Most features are optional and do not have any hierarchy which results in the problem that the feature model is not helpful in almost all cases. Despite that, it can help when creating new feature contexts as it can minimize the amount of features by removing features which are redundant through duplication or hierarchy. In contrast, the AST could be helpful in 33.62% as the surrounded feature mapping
could be determined without a user interaction so that it could be used when calculating the new feature mapping. With this, feature context modes could be automatically evaluate the document feature mappings and structure so that a third of all feature mappings could be calculated without the user selecting a feature context. Still, this share might be to small to implement ASTs for all possible types of files. Therefore, in conclusion we can say that in this particular case, the feature model does not help with any decisions and a AST only could help in a small amount of cases as it would help in automation.

5.5 What Is the Structure of Feature Mappings?

As the feature mappings should enable a better feature traceability and software reliability, developers should also understand feature mappings without problems. Nevertheless, feature mappings can get complex in terms of feature interactions after some time of development the same lines. Complex feature mappings introduce a higher risk for unwanted behavior [1] and should therefore be minimized. For this, we examine how many feature mappings consist of different features and when there were multiple, how many of them are needed to express the feature mapping. Fig. 5.3 shows how often a feature mapping consists out of up to six features. While feature mappings with one or two features are common in 61,75% of all cases are not surprising as feature interactions happen when implementing new functionality, it is surprising that 229 operations almost double the

Figure 5.2: How often ASTs and feature models can be helpful by the feature mapping calculation for each of the 229 operations?
5.5 What Is the Structure of Feature Mappings?

Figure 5.3: How complex are feature mappings after all 229 operations are performed?

Figure 5.4: How complex were the feature mappings before all 229 operations are performed?
number of feature mappings which contain two and three features as shown in Fig. 5.4. Also, the feature mappings with a complexity of four features are increasing slightly whereas feature mappings with more than four feature interactions are on a same level or even decreasing. The outliers with eight and nine features disappear after the changes are made as these both cases could be expressed through a simple features which groups the options beneath it, instead of a preprocessor statement containing all different possible numerical options. Therefore, we can say that the resulting feature mappings get more complex over time. Despite that, in our case study feature mappings often have less than 4 features which is still a reasonable amount for developers to understand the feature mappings.

5.6 Threads to Validity

The evaluation has several points which could cause effects on the validity. In the Marlin firmware [44], often macros define values for features which are not supported by VariantSync [51]. Furthermore, the feature configurations are widely spread and not all collected in the configuration files in contrast to our first assumption. Therefore, we validated our concept by hand where each change was analyzed in terms of current feature mapping, new feature mapping, synchronizable variants, unsynchronizable variants, and usable modes. The feature context which is used to calculate the new feature mapping is selected by manually hand as in reality the developer also chooses the feature context. For the evaluation, this could lead to problems as humans always can make errors.

Another problem could be that pull requests often also define behavior for the case that features are not implemented. This could interfere with the results of the evaluation as this leads to the case that often all variants are implementing a change whether they include the feature or not. Despite that, we wanted to include the pull-requests as complete as possible and only removed changes which would also be removed trough the preprocessor. Furthermore, the variants were extracted from the same source, which could lead to the problem that source code does not have any differences to the source code in other variants. This could also imply a influence to the results of the evaluation as changes could be made to many variants as they would in real world developments.

Additionally, the feature model of the Marlin firmware has almost no hierarchy and most features are optional. A different evaluation subject instead the Marlin firmware could therefore lead to more cases in which the feature model could be useful.

5.7 Conclusion

As the above sections have shown, the concept works in our evaluation. Our modes can be used for almost all changes. While the override mode can clearly be supported anytime, the merge mode would be a good standard case as it supports many, but not all operations. Furthermore, the evalua-
ation has shown that the enhance mode has a big impact as it shortens the time to switch between many feature contexts. Otherwise, difficult and complex feature contexts must be set before making a change. Nevertheless, our concept should be enhanced with a form of basic mode, so that also comments and general functionality can be provided to all variants. Our concept in Chapter 3 also mentioned how we could extend our concept with ASTs and feature models, but the evaluation has shown that only the ASTs could be an improvement to our line-based concept as a third of all operations could gain information from them. The feature model on the other side is not a big enhancement in this product line as the feature model of the Marlin firmware [44] is not optimal in terms of feature hierarchy and mandatory features. Another conclusion we can take out from the evaluation is that automated synchronization between variants is possible in most cases. Therefore, our concept does not only work for feature mapping, but also for the synchronization. The feature mappings often contain not more than four features, which should be a good complexity where developers are still able to understand the feature mapping.
6 Related Work

Between the extremes clone-and-own variant development and software product-lines approaches exist in research for feature mapping and feature composition. Nevertheless, our approach records feature mapping during the evolution of source code which is unique in literature. Despite this, we want to mention the following similar concepts:

**FeatureMapper**

Heidenreich et al. [25] introduce FeatureMapper as a tool that allows feature mapping for Ecore-based languages. The feature mapping is done through linking features to feature implementations and can be created automatically or manual. The automatic mapping can hereby map all changes to a previously selected feature which can also contain conjunctions or other logical combinations. It differs to our concept as changes to elements are changed in the mapping and are not overridden as a similar implementation of feature context modes are missing. FeatureMapper also supports visualizations in terms of filters and coloring in graphical editors which use the Graphical Editor Framework (GEF) and can additionally create model variants for different configurations.

**CIDE**

CIDE, developed by Kaestner et al. [35], is an Eclipse plug-in for virtual separation of concerns. In this process, source code is annotated with features in form of colors. It differs from our concept as the mapping only happens after the edit where made and not during the source code changes. Another difference is the usage of ASTs which allows fine granular feature mappings as shown in Fig. 2.4. The granular feature mappings are build on top of features from a feature list instead of feature contexts and do not support propositional logic.

**ECCO**

Another tool is called ECCO, which is developed by Fischer, Linsbauer et al. [21] and is an abbreviation for Extraction and Composition for Clone-and-Own. As its name stated, ECCO can extract feature code into a database with the knowledge of the configuration and all artifacts. Therefore, it only works when a variant has all necessary implementations as otherwise incomplete features are composed in the later process. At the composition process, the database is then used to generate a new variant based on a configuration. Nevertheless, some manual edits must be made when a feature interaction is new to ECCO. This in total differs from our concept as we do not focus on gen-
eration but on recording edits. Nevertheless, ECCO has many tools that helps developers develop variant-rich products. Also the database aspect is quite similar to the feature mappings manager in VariantSync [51].

**Tag and Prune: A Pragmatic Approach to Software Product Line Implementation**

Tag and prune, developed by Boucher et al. [11] introduces a toolchain for an annotation-based approach to develop variability. Hereby, C code blocks can be annotated with comments to signalize the feature they are belonging to, which can be removed when generating variants that do not implement the feature. The difference to our concept is based on this as well as we do not need to alter source code to annotate them with feature mappings. Furthermore, the approach does not support any automation for feature mappings as each comment must be written to the corresponding block which is calculated through an AST. Despite that, tags are more flexible as any code block can be annotated instead of line-based mappings only. Also, the approach is IDE independent as developers can use any code generator with any code editor.

**Computer-aided Clone-And-Own**

Lapeña et al. [36] describe an approach where requirements given in natural language are used to generate new variants. Therefore, the computer-aided clone-and-own (CACAO) algorithm calculates and ranks the relevancy for all methods in already available variants. The generation can then use these results to build new variants with cloning the most relevant methods. Besides the different purposes when comparing our concept with CACAO, the granularity is on method level is implemented using keywords where keywords can be seen as features extracted from the requirements. Furthermore, the approach is extractive and does not support a direct mapping when making edits to source code which is also quite different to our approach.

**A Prototype-based Approach for Managing Clones in Clone-and-Own Product Lines**

Rabiser et al. [54] introduced an approach for cloning software at different level of granularities. They also implement their tool as extension of FeatureIDE [18] and can clone prototypes of products, components, and feature through feature mapping. Furthermore, they provide a static code analysis for impact determinations of edits. They support adding, removing and modifying for compositions of products, features of components, and code mappings of features. Nevertheless, they do not support calculations of feature mappings with new feature contexts but notify developers when feature mappings create problems for the cloning process.
7 Conclusion

In industry and research, most developers use clone-and-own or software product lines to implement variability as they are widely known and actively researched. But many tools and approaches exist which can be classified between clone-and-own and software product-lines as both techniques have negative points. While clone-and-own is unable to easily synchronize changes between variants, software product lines have a worse cost-benefit ratio. Therefore, we presented an approach for synchronizing clone-and-own variants which provides automated recording functionality for feature mappings to keep track about variant evolution. Automated recording of feature mappings during evolution is a big task where practicability and usability are one of the key aspects when developing concepts. Our approach has shown that it is capable of automated recording and synchronization between different variants. Our evaluation has also shown that our line-based concept does not necessarily need further information about a change, but information can enhance the process in terms of automation. Artifacts can be added, removed, or changed without many adoptions in the developers way of editing as they only need to adapt the feature context and the feature context mode. Regarding other available tools (s. Chapter 6), our concept has shown that the usage of feature context modes can bring an significant advantage instead of selecting the correct feature mapping every time which is often used by other approaches. Our proposed standard feature context mode (Merge) can be applied in about 90% of all edit cases and out of 229 patches 12% - 19% can be automatically synced in other variants based on the variant configuration.

In total, annotation-based feature mappings, which are recorded automatically and can also be synchronized in an automatic manner to a selection of variants, can provide a huge improvement in discussions on the topic whether to choose clone-and-own or software product lines.
8 Future Work

Despite the fact that our concept works quite well, we can see some potential in different approaches and improvements which we want to discuss in this chapter.

Extended Feature Model

A first enhancement for our implementation could be the usage of an extended feature model [6] which enhance a feature model with additional parameters like attributes. In our example, the Marlin firmware [44] has many preprocessor statements with numerical or character values which is quite difficult to transform into feature mappings when the variability is build on top of feature models.

Default Feature Context

Also a default feature context should enable the implementation of general functionality and general comments as these changes often need to be synchronized into all other variants. In theory, the top-level feature in the feature diagram could be used for these changes, but it should be a constant expression without any relation to the feature model as developers should easily spot a default context as default. A default color would also improve the feature mapping readability. An open question is whether a default feature context should be selectable over the feature context selection or over the deselection which should be investigated in future.

Removing Feature Context

Another problem with feature contexts is the unknown behavior for the case when feature contexts are removed. It is still an open research question whether feature mappings are updated accordingly or stay untouched. As many different ways exist, a survey or other evaluation methods should be applied to verify the best possible behavior because it could possibly remove artifacts in all variants.

Synchronizing Feature Mappings without Edits

Our concept proposes to synchronize feature mappings with the synchronization itself. Nevertheless, feature mappings could also be applied automatically to all variants which implement the feature mapping as well. This would improve the feature mapping coverage and traceability, but is not an easy task because parallel development often causes a different document structure for each variant.
Removing Artifacts

Removing artifacts takes an important role in our concept as we can conclude mappings for other variants. Nevertheless, we can see further improvements as other variants could also probably gain more feature mapping coverage. Also the old feature mapping could improve some aspects of the algorithm.

Colors

Furthermore, colors could be imported with the feature model as well, so that the initial import of the features is enough to start without further action by the developer. Also it should be investigated if colors for the feature mapping could be calculated automatically.
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9 Appendix

Feature Model of the Marlin Firmware

The complete feature model for the Marlin firmware [44] which was extracted from Marlin/Marlin/Configuration.h can be found on the CD.

Evaluation

The evaluation results are also available on CD.

Pull Requests

The following pull requests were evaluated:

#7768, #7816, #7818, #7914, #7919, #7987, #7992, #8021, #8047, #8141, #8148
# Configurations

The following configurations are assumed in the evaluation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variant 1 (Default)</th>
<th>Variant 2 (Creality CR-10S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- ULTRA_LCD</td>
<td>- STOCK DISPLAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- EXTRA_FAN_SPEED</td>
<td>- 2 Fans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 3 Fans</td>
<td>- Babystepping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- USB</td>
<td>- AUTO_BED_LEVELING_BILINEAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- ! SD_SORT_CACHE_NAMES</td>
<td>- EEPROM_SETTINGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- ! SDSORT_DYNAMIC_RAM</td>
<td>- ADVANCED_OK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- TX_BUFFER_SIZE</td>
<td>- EMERGENCY_PARSER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- SCOLL_LONG_NAMES</td>
<td>- SDSUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- EEPROM_CHITCHAT</td>
<td>- EEPROM_SETTINGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- HAS_TEMP_BED</td>
<td>- ADVANCED_PAUSE_FEATURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- ! DISTINCT_E_FACTORS</td>
<td>- SD_SORT_CACHE_NAMES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- SHOW_TEMP_ADC_VALUES</td>
<td>- ! SDSORT_DYNAMIC_RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- SDSORT_USES_RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- TX_BUFFER_SIZE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- SCOLL_LONG_NAMES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- EEPROM_CHITCHAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- HAS_TEMP_BED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- ! DISTINCT_E_FACTORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- SHOW_TEMP_ADC_VALUES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variant 3 (Creality Ender 4)</th>
<th>Variant 4 (Scara)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MINIPANEL</strong></td>
<td>3 Fans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Fan</td>
<td>2 Serials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Serial Connections</td>
<td>USB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AUTO_BED_LEVELING_BILINEAR</strong></td>
<td>HAS_MOTOR_CURRENT_PWM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EEPROM_SETTINGS</strong></td>
<td>! SD_SORT_CACHE_NAMES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EMERGENCY_PARSER</strong></td>
<td>! SDSORT_DYNAMIC_RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SDSUPPORT</strong></td>
<td><strong>TX_BUFFER_SIZE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EEPROM_SETTINGS</strong></td>
<td><strong>SCOLL_LONG_NAMES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SD_SORT_CACHE_NAMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>EEPROM_CHITCHAT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>! SDSORT_DYNAMIC_RAM</td>
<td><strong>HAS_TEMP_BED</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TX_BUFFER_SIZE</strong></td>
<td>! DISTINCT_E_FACTORS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SCOLL_LONG_NAMES</strong></td>
<td><strong>SHOW_TEMP_ADC_VALUES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EEPROM_CHITCHAT</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HAS_TEMP_BED</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>! DISTINCT_E_FACTORS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SHOW_TEMP_ADC_VALUES</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Variant 5 (Anet A8)

- 1602 display
- EXTRA_FAN_SPEED
- 2 Fans
- babystepping
- Z_DUAL_STEPER
- EEPROM_SETTINGS
- SDSUPPORT
- EEPROM_SETTINGS
- ! SD_SORT_CACHE_NAMES
- ! SDSORT_DYNAMIC_RAM
- TX_BUFFER_SIZE
- SCOLL_LONG_NAMES
- EEPROM_CHITCHAT
- HAS_TEMP_BED
- ! DISTINCT_E_FACTORS
- SHOW_TEMP_ADC_VALUES

Variant 6 (OpenBeam Kossel Pro)

- EXTRA_FAN_SPEED
- 1 Fan
- 2 Serial Connections
- SDSUPPORT
- ! ENABLE_LEVELING_FADE_HEIGHT
- ! SD_SORT_CACHE_NAMES
- ! SDSORT_DYNAMIC_RAM
- TX_BUFFER_SIZE
- SCOLL_LONG_NAMES
- EEPROM_CHITCHAT
- HAS_TEMP_BED
- ! DISTINCT_E_FACTORS
- SHOW_TEMP_ADC_VALUES
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Motivation

Software product lines (SPLs) are used by more and more companies [67, 68], as they have multiple advantages over clone-and-own when developing software variants [17, 56, 63]. On the other side, SPLs require the migration from cloned variant development to a software product line which can lead to a huge effort. As in general, the industry is mostly focused on a good payoff, they do not build up a complete new SPL in a proactive manner [3, 9, 16, 52]. They will build the first variant in a normal development process and also when another variant is requested clone-and-own still often have a better cost-benefit ratio then migrating them to a product line [14, 17, 59, 71]. Nevertheless, when reaching the payoff point [69] where enough variants exist, software product-lines gain a better cost-benefit ratio in the development process but have high migration costs as these are increasing for each variant and for each addition to the complexity of the software. Through these costs, many companies never switch to a product line as the costs are always too high, whether it is because of a worse cost-benefit ratio or high migration costs which significantly reduce the payoff [59].

Between the classic software development and software product lines, other research approaches have the goal to support clone-and-own, like computer-aided clone-and-own [36], ECCO [21], feature feeds [39], and the approaches by Rabiser et al. [53] and by Linsbauer et al. [40]. The development process is often nearly unchanged from the development process of the classic software development process, but with product line enhancements. Despite they often bring a better cost-benefit ratio for scenarios described above, they often lack a usable and practical feature mapping functionality as they often require interactions by the user during or after the development process.

Objective

Automated recording of changes and their mapping to feature contexts without user interactions could improve the usability and practicability of methods which attempt to enhance clone-and-own with software product lines. Despite that, automated recording of mappings leads to some problems like missing knowledge for mapping interactions as well as synchronization issues. Mapping and synchronizing feature contexts to their artifacts can sometimes open the question which feature context should be applied (e.g. the surroundings are already mapped, the line is already mapped, or the line is going to be removed). In these cases, composed logical formulas could enhance the feature context so that feature contexts can automatically be mapped. This thesis should create an approach for solving these issues in a conceptional framework manner with the possibilities to transfer the approach to different research ideas easily.
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Tasks

1. Create a conceptional framework approach for feature context mappings. When artifacts are added, changed, or removed, the approach should provide a usable and practical way to conclude the right feature context with lightweight user interactions possible. Special focus should lay on interactions between feature contexts as they occur more and more during the evolution of variants and often need additional information which are often not provided when using automated feature context mapping.

2. Create a conceptional framework approach for synchronization of artifacts with feature context mappings. Mappings which add, change, or remove artifacts can conflict with mappings in target variants and should be resolved with usability and practicability in mind.

3. A prototypical implementation of the approaches in VariantSync [51]. To support the approaches during recording and synchronization, the line-based algorithm should be enhanced with a component that resolves interactions between feature context mappings. The Eclipse extension point for mapping algorithms should also be extended for future research approaches.

4. Evaluation of the approaches based on, for example, one of the following options:
   - A small self-made software product line which is similar to an industrial product line and uses VariantSync [51] from a certain point onwards.
   - A existing product line for which the history is available. This includes as well existing clones as also product lines created with different implementation techniques.
   - A experiment with students or an industrial partner which use VariantSync [51] to develop a product line variant.

In all evaluation methods, the different cases of interactions between feature contexts as well as the synchronizations between variants should be collected and evaluated in the aspects of overhead to a classical development and their practicability.
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